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Absstract: The reccognition of human
h
actionss is one of the most importaant areas in coomputer vision
n. It
is a very difficullt research arrea due to com
mplexity of un
nderstanding human actionns from video. In
thiss paper, we sttudy on the reecognition of human
h
action
ns based on modified
m
Motioon History Image
(moodified-MHI). The MHI is an
a extracted image from th
he video of human actionss, which conta
ains
the necessary mootion informattion. We propposed a way to
o better repressent MHI, whhich is immunee to
noisses due to cam
mera movemeent and motionn of unwanted
d objects. Edgge detection of moving objeects
andd finding dominant motion portion are important facttors for efficieent human acction recognitiion.
Finding dominannt motion porrtion is a veryy challenging task because of the changge of backgrou
und
m edge detectiion.
inteensity at dayliight and moveement of cameera. We have obtained bettter MHIs from
Thee obtained MH
HI templates are
a processedd afterwards to
t find the binnary patterns and motion grag
diennt features. Thhese features are exploitedd for action reccognition by using
u
Supportt Vector Mach
hine
(SV
VM). We have obtained 98.11% accuracy in
i classifying actions on Peedestrian Actioon Dataset wh
hich
proves the robusstness of our proposed
p
methhod. This data
aset is comprised of 8 diffeerent actions and
a
eacch action is performed by 200 different subbjects.
Keyywords: Actionn recognition,, Modified-MH
HI, MHI, SVM
M, LBP, Edge detection

1. Int roduction

me specific objjects, featuress, or activity. The recogni-som
tion of actions iss one of the most importtant topics inn
com
mputer vision. For some reecent decadess, researcherss
havee tried extenssively to dettect and reco
ognize humann
actio
ons and activvities from viideo data. Ass such, actionn
reco
ognition is a very
v
difficult task. 100% correct
c
actionn
reco
ognition is moore and moree complex beecause of thee
diffiiculty presentt in the scenee. The scene may containn
seveeral interactingg objects which are moving
g. So it is nott
very
y easy to tracck the motionn of any objecct of interest..
Otheer difficulties might arise due to the view
v
point off
cam
mera.
The useful applications
a
off human actio
on recognitionn
inclu
ude surveillannce, tracking oof objects, modern robotics,,
interraction betweeen human andd computer, an
nalysis of facee
and facial expressions, automaation engineerring, rehabili-tatio
on, obstacle detection
d
andd avoidance, automatic
a
in-dexiing of video, biomedicinee and biomechanics arena,,
anallysis of sportss and so on [[2]. For the recognition
r
off
actio
ons, an algoriithm for the ddetection of motion
m
workss

Computter vision is a related fieldd of artificial inteli
ligence. Com
mputer vision is the cognitiive capabilityy of a
machine to recognize
r
subbjects, objectss and their acctions
which is alm
most close to the applicatiion of the huuman
visual system
m. Action recoognition is an important stuudy in
computer vission for suppoorting artificiaal intelligencee. As
we interact mainly
m
with humans,
h
humaan action recoognition is the main
m
focus of our
o research. Ease of our future
fu
life is mostlyy dependent onn this.
“Actionn Recognitionn” is the com
mbination off two
terms, one iss ‘action’ andd the other is ‘recognition’. Action can be anything likke walking, sleeping,
s
runnning,
W are very much
m
playing, hittiing, boxing, and eating. We
concerned abbout human actions. Recoognition is a term
which determ
mines whether or not inpput data conntains
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which converts a video having some sequences into a
bundle of information. This process is also known as feature extraction. Then we work on the extracted information from the video to compare with other actions for
detection.
Human action recognition in computer vision has
many advantages. Human needs to take rest but a machine can do its functions without any interruption. A
robot can interact with humans if it can recognize other
humans’ actions. Many security systems can be reformed
where the system will automatically detect humans and
their actions and perform the necessary steps incessantly
according to its knowledge which is trained. This will
increase the reliability of the security systems and will
also reduce the maintenance cost and working stress under human. An assistive system can be implemented,
which will guide users by suggesting the task they need
to do in a complex situation if the system can properly
track and recognize their performed actions. This will
certainly ensure reliability. Different modalities of whole
body activities [38], driver awareness through eye-gaze
tracking [39], healthcare [40], sensor-based fall detection
[41], multi-person interactions [42], etc. are very important issues, too.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some background and brief related works. Our
method and the approaches we exploited are presented in
Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the dataset on which
we worked and present our experimental evaluations and
discussion. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5
with some future work guidelines.

due to the presence of relative motion between an observer and a scene.
MHI had some limitations related to motion overwriting, noise, occlusion, multi-directional motion, etc.
[2,34]. To overcome these limitations, several strategies
had been proposed. Among them, Directional Motion
History Image (DMHI) was proposed to eliminate the
problem of overwriting in MHI [2,32] and Hierarchical
Motion History Histogram (HMHH) [28] was proposed
to enrich MHI. Besides, some modified versions of MHI
are action energy image, gate energy image, 3D MHI and
multi-resolution motion history image [2].
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) has become popular as
one of the easiest feature descriptors due to its ease of
calculation. The fundamental of LBP has been introduced
by Ojala et al. [20]. LBP has been employed in a wide
range of applications such as analysis of texture, detection of motion, recognition of face, recognition of gender,
and analysis of facial expressions [18,34,35].
For the last few years, Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) has been extensively used for the detection
of human actions [26,37]. Moreover, there are some established classifiers for the classification of human actions such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), and
K-nearest neighbor classifiers [2]. Support vector machine [3,5,37] has been justified as a very robust classifier
and widely used in several methods efficiently. In this
paper, we explored the Pedestrian Action Dataset [8,18]
to recognize actions.

2. Related Works

In this paper, for human action recognition we proposed a template matching approach. We have exploited
modified Motion History Image (modified-MHI) along
with LBP, and HOG approaches. The modification of
MHI has been performed by applying edge detection
technique, finding dominant motion portion and frame
pairing concepts. Finding dominant motion portion and
frame pairing concepts is uniquely introduced by us. All
methods and approaches used in this paper have been
presented sequentially below.

3. Methodology

Human action detection and recognition is a vast area of research related to computer vision. Many outstanding and appreciating researches and methods have
already been developed to detect and recognize human
actions from videos. A number of them are template
matching approaches, which use the concept of the Motion History Image (MHI) method, introduced by Bobick
and Davis [7]. Methods to detect human actions based on
MHI generally use background subtraction [11,12] which
subtracts a background frame (usually the very first frame
in the video which is static) from the current frame, frame
subtraction [13,14] which is performed between two
consecutive frames and optical flow [6,25] which is the
apparent motion of any object, surface or edge in a scene

3.1. Motion History Image (MHI)
There are several methods for human action recognition purposes [1,2,19]. Among them MHI is a popular,
useful and smart action representation method [1,2].
Some of the most important attributes of the MHI repre-
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sentation are – (1) MHI is a gray level image which aggregates motion information which is dominant in a concise manner. (2) MHI is useful even when the source illumination to the video camera is very low. So it is robust
in the applications of surveillance. (3) Though MHI representation is insensitive to silhouette noises, perforations, shadows, and lost parts, a meaningful presence of
shadow in the moving scene will assimilate meaningful
shadow information. (4) MHI is very responsive to the
motion orientation because the flow orientation of the
motion can be represented in MHI. Because of this convenience, it is more compatible for differentiating between actions and opposite actions. (5) It sustains a
pre-knowledge of temporal changes at every pixel location, which then decreases over time. (6) The MHI expresses the flow of motion or succession by utilizing the
intensity of every pixel, for consecutive frames [2].

So we are interested in finding the dominant motion
portion of the action to be recognized. The dominant motion is considered as motion which spreads over the most
number of frames. On the other hand, unwanted or noise
motion spreads over a few number of frames compared to
the dominant motion.
For that reason, we divide every single frame of the
input video into all possible number of 3 × 3 matrices.
The pixel values of a matrix change if there is real motion
in the next frame. We subtract each 3 × 3 matrix of one
frame from corresponding 3 × 3 matrix of the next frame
to determine whether there is motion or not. This subtraction is done pixel-by-pixel where every element of the
matrix represents a unique pixel. If there is motion,
counter is initialized. The total number of events/occurrences is counted by the counter. If the deviation from the
highest counter value is large enough for the most of
counter values, it is the second case where the foreground
changes. The counter contained with the highest value
states that the motion is dominant here. Another case
arises when the deviations from the highest counter value
are more or less the same. This is the first case where the
background as well as the position of human changes
with time.
A video comprises many still images called frames.
Each frame having
number of horizontal pixels and
number of vertical pixels is attributed as a video of resolution
. Now, the total number of 3 × 3 matrices of
any frame of the video will be
2 times
2 .
The position of every 3 × 3 matrix is pointed through its
central pixel location. If the index , be the central
pixel location of a 3 × 3 matrix, then its neighborhood 8
,
1 ,
pixels will be located at
1,
1 ,
1,
1 ,
1, , , ,
1, ,
1,
1 , ,
1 ,
1,
1 . So, every 3 × 3 matrix is
identical from the other one in a specific frame.
Then, counter is initialized for every matrix of the
first frame of the video. One matrix located at a specific
location is subtracted from another matrix located at the
same location of the previous frame. This subtraction is
performed pixel-by-pixel. Either the result of subtraction
is positive or negative which indicates the presence of
motion. So we are taking the sum of the square root of
those differences, denoted as µ to have a large value to
differentiate. The value of µ depends on the quality and
light intensity of the input video set. Counter value is
incremented by one decimal unit according to the value
of the thresholded µ. For the rest of the frames, the same

3.2. Dominant motion portions
Finding the dominant motion portions in a video
which contains human actions is an important requirement for the recognition of human actions. As we are
interested in recognizing the human actions only, the
moving objects other than human need to be discarded.
The motion of those moving objects is unwanted or noise
which will lead to recognize an action as a wrong one.
There are two possible cases for action recognition based
on MHI.
Case 1: Change in background: For an ideal case,
the background of a video frame is static. The MHI obtained from background subtraction or frame subtraction
method is perfect. However, in many action videos, the
background might change or any object in the background can move. In this case, whether we perform
background subtraction or frame subtraction does not
matter, and the MHI will retain the motion information
for that moving object which is considered as unwanted
motion or noise. For example, for a human walking action video, the video may contain the movement of leaves
of any tree due to the sudden blow of air. This movement
of leaves is unwanted or noise.
Case 2: Change in foreground: When any video
contains the action of waving hands, then the sudden
movement of legs is unwanted or noise which can also
lead to recognizing an action as a wrong one or unrecognizable. This is because the so obtained MHI after performing background subtraction or frame subtraction will
contain the movement of legs.
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operation is performed.

Algorithm:
1) Determination of the number of possible 3 × 3 matrices.
2) Set counter,
to zero for the center pixel location
of a 3 × 3 matrix, , .
3) Calculate µ for two consecutive frames.
4) Increment of counter value if µ is greater than or
equal to preset-threshold.
among
5) Finding the maximum counter value,
all the counters.
6) If any counter for location , , , is less than a

(a)

threshold or equal to
, .

3.3. Edge detection
Edge consists of points at which the image brightness changes abruptly and has discontinuities. If the edge
of moving objects is detected in a motion action video
frame, the moving objects can be easily visualized in
MHI and this is the same for the recognition of the action
performed in that sample video. So, to detect edge, at
first, all the frames of an input video are extracted and
passed through digital filters. According to a threshold
value, the edge of all objects in every frame is sharpened.
At that situation, the edge has normal intensity. Further
we can change the edge intensity of the moving object to
have higher intensity than the other portion of it. There
are many edge detection techniques.
We have applied ‘canny edge detector’ for edge detection. Detection of genuine edge details ought to have
the highest probability, while the wrongly detected points
as edges should have the lowest. Hence, we need to boost
the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). In the cases of almost
correct localization of edges, the distances between the
real edge points and wrongly detected points should be as
minimum as possible (good localization). And one real
edge should not result in more than one detected edge
(one edge should be detected only once) [4,15]. A few
modifications on canny edge detection are presented in
[16,17].

(b)
Figure 1. (a) shows location of , pixel and its 8
neighbors in the -th frame; (b) shows location of
,
pixel and its 8 neighbors in the
-th
frame.
Now,
,
is the -th frame,
,
is the
1 -th frame and , is the center position of a 3 ×
is the coun3 matrix where
and
, and
ter for that matrix. Initially,
is set to 0.
Then,

,

µ

,

where k, l are integers.
Now if µ is greater than a threshold value, counter
1,
value will increase by 1. That is
is the previous value of the counter lowhere
cated at
fixed,

, . Otherwise, the counter value will remain
. The maximum value a counter can

have is
1 ,
is the total number of frames. We set
the threshold value of counter,
, as the half of the total
number of frames in the video. If the final value of a
counter located at
location

, ,

, there is motion at pixel

3.4. Frame pairing
Accurately detecting any moving object like the detection of movements of a human is not an easy task.
There are several fundamental approaches for the detection of moving objects in a video scene. Of them, background subtraction methods [11,12] and frame subtraction methods [13,14] are widely used by researchers. In

, there is motion at pixel

, .
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[20,21]. LBP provides a better result whereas all other
methods fail to deal with the real-time analysis. The great
advantages of LBP are its robustness to gray-scale
changes due to noises and its simplicity of computation.

background subtraction method, we detect moving objects by the calculation of the distinctions between the
current frame and the background frame, for each pixel
location through applying threshold to detecting the areas
of interest or foreground of the scene [2]. Usually the
background image is the very first frame in the video. In
frame subtraction method, two consecutive frames in
time are subtracted from one another depending on the
strategy used by the researchers. This also gives the areas
of interest where motion occurs, based on a threshold
value. We have used frame subtraction method for our
frame pairing concept.
When we subtract one frame from another, there
might be a situation where object of one frame overlaps
with the next one. At that situation, the shape of the object is lost. Frame pairing can retain the shape of the object. Here two successive frames are subtracted from each
other and then they are merged together.
Let
, be the -th frame and
,
be the
1 -th frame.
,
is the subtracted image from
the -th frame to the
1 -th frame.
,
is the
subtracted image from the
1 -th frame to the -th
frame.
So,
,
, –
,
,
, –
,
The resultant frame,
, , is the paired frame for
both frames which contains the motion information of
those.
,
,
,
Finally, we will concatenate all the possible resultant
paired frames to build the final Motion History Image
(MHI).

3.6. Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)
Histogram of oriented gradient is one kind of feature
descriptors, which works with the assistance of LBP
codes. The number of incidents of gradient orientation is
evaluated in this technique on some portions of the image
which are localized. It is computed on the histogram of
image gradient orientation cells.
3.7. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
For classification, we exploit the very well-known
and widely-used SVM [5,22]. SVM approach can classify
the data by a suitable hyper plane to isolate the data from
one class to another class. The hyper plane with the largest margin between two classes is considered to be the
most suitable hyper plane. The closest data points to the
separating hyper plane on the boundary of slab are support vectors. This method has popularity for visual pattern recognition because of its robustness in high dimension spaces even where the dimension is higher than the
number of samples has been taken [23,24]. MHI is effective in case of memory usage. However, number of samples less than number of features leads to provide a very
poor result [27].

4. Experiment Evaluations and Discussions
Recently, a dataset has been introduced named Pedestrian Action Dataset [8,18]. In this paper, we have
worked on this Pedestrian Action Dataset. We have
shown our results and analysis on pedestrian dataset below. The Pedestrian Action Dataset contains 160 videos
of 8 different actions. The resolution of those videos is
320 × 170 which is high enough. Those actions are walking, turn towards camera, turn opposite to camera, halfway return, fall down, running, cross walk, fall and get up.
Each action contains 20 videos of 20 different subjects.
To form MHI for each video, we have applied our proposed method. The steps to form MHI are given below:
Step 1: Convert the frames of color video to the frames of
gray scale frames.
Step 2: Apply Canny Edge Detector to each gray scale
frame which will sharpen the edges of objects the frame
contains.

/

,

,

where
,
is the Motion History Image (MHI), and
n is the total number of frames in a video. As we have
paired two frames to get
, , we get /2 such pairs,
where n is the total number of frames in a video.

3.5. Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
The MHI is converted into an array or an image
which consists of integer labels by the application of LBP
[19]. Level changes which are very small in the MHI can
be easily described and perceived after that application.
Each and every pixel of the MHI is labeled. An effective
change on monochromatic still images is given by LBP
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show
w/represent thhe direction of motion. The
T
intensityy
levels vary from 0 to 255. Sincce the dataset on which wee
work
ked contains actions
a
only inn one directio
on, we did nott
use those changess. However, itt is not an LB
BP image. It iss
nsities, 0 forr
a grray-scale imaage. There arre three inten
back
kground, the edge
e
of movinng object is reepresented byy
255 and object inttensity is represented by 20
00.

Step 3: Find the dominant motion portioon and blackeen the
rest of the pixxels in the viddeo where therre is no motioon.
Step 4: Applyy the frame paairing conceptt.
Step 5: Form
m the MHI for the corresponnding video.
For sim
mplicity MHIs are shown only
o
for 4 subbjects
of each actioon (as shown in Figure 2).. In actual MH
HI, a
gray-scale im
mage of ascending intenssity is formeed to

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)
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(g)

(h)
Figure 2. MHIs of the Pedestrian Action Dataset where (a) shows ‘‘Walking’’ action for 4 subjects, (b) shows
‘Turn opposite to camera’ action for 4 subjects, (c) shows ‘Turn forwards camera’ action for 4 subjects, (d) shows
‘Halfway return’ action for 4 subjects, (e) shows ‘Running’ action for 4 subjects, (f) shows ‘Cross walk’ action for
4 subjects, (g) shows ‘Fall down’ action for 4 subjects, and (h) shows ‘Fall & get up’ action for 4 subject
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After the formation of modified MHIs, LBP has
been extracted from the MHIs. Then the HOG [10]
feature is extracted from the LBP. Image size to calculate
the HOG is the whole image and its size is 320 × 170.
SVM then compares one of the images to be tested with
the other image classes of action. We used ‘linear’ kernel
in this approach.
When there is not enough data available for the
training of a model, usually, removing a part of it for
testing/validation may cause a shortage of data, which
can reduce the accuracy of the system. That is why we
used K-Fold cross-validation method, where the dataset
was divided into K number of subsets. One subset of the
dataset was used as test dataset/validation dataset and
other N-1 subsets were put together for training known as
training dataset. After the completion of training for the
model, we tested the test dataset to evaluate performance.
Then we formed another test dataset from the training
dataset and we put the previous test dataset into training
dataset. Again we evaluated the performance. We
performed the same task until all of the videos were
tested once. Finally, we calculated the overall
performance [36].
In our experiment, there were a total number of 160

videos in Pedestrian Action Dataset. So, we obtained
corresponding 160 MHIs. These belonged to 8 actions
and each action contained 20 MHIs of 20 different
subjects. Since there were 8 actions, we divided the
dataset into K = 9 subsets. 8 subsets of 9 subsets formed
the training dataset of 152 MHIs. Each subset of training
dataset represented a specific action and it contained 19
MHIs of 19 different subjects. The remaining subset of 9
subsets was used as test dataset which contains 8 MHIs of
8 different actions of 8 different subjects. Then we trained
our model with that training dataset and then we tested
the test dataset to evaluate the performance. The further
procedure is described above.
This approach is developed by exploiting the MHI
and LBP [9]. This comprehensive approach gives
satisfactory results. Action is recognized based on the
highest pattern similarity among the testing MHI image
and the other sample MHI images of different action
classes. Confusion matrix is then constructed to write
down the results of the test. If the HOG feature of one of
the test images finds the highest similarity with its
original action sample images, then the detection is
sucessful for that testing image. Cofusion matrix [19] on
pedestrian dataset is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Confusion matrix for Pedestrian Action Dataset

Actions

Walking

Walking

100%

Turn
opposite
to camera
Turn
towards
camera

Turn
opposite
to camera

Turn
towards
camera

Halfway
return

Crosswalk

Fall
down

Fall &
get up

100%

100%

Halfway
return

5%

95%

Running

100%

Crosswalk

100%

Fall down
Fall &
get up

Running

100%
10%

90%
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In our analysis on Pedestrian Action Dataset, we
have obtained the average recognition about 98.1%, and
false recognition has a poor percentage of 1.9%. We have
presented modified-MHI, LBP and HOG along with
SVM method to recognize human actions. We performed
frame subtraction, detected dominant motion portion, and
used edge detection and frame pairing concept for the
modified-MHI. We have obtained about 98.1% correct
action recognition on pedestrian dataset. The recognition
percentage obtained from this method is quite satisfactory
for Pedestrian Action Dataset. False recognition has a
percentage of 1.9% because of the similarity between
walking and fall & get up actions if falling does not
maintain a reasonable small height and the similarity between ‘Halfway return’ and ‘Turn opposite to camera’.
We have performed frame subtraction rather than background subtraction because frame subtraction is adapted
to variable camera motion and background change.
Some results for different methods on Pedestrian
Action Dataset are shown in Table 2. The robustness of
our proposed method can easily be visualized from this
table.

extracted. We converted the motion history image patches
into the corresponding binary codes by employing local
binary patterns. Afterwards, we extracted local features
from LBP code using HOG descriptor. Finally, the extracted features have been used to train SVM classifier
and used to recognize the action.
Our work based on finding the dominant motion
portion and detection of edges of moving objects can
obtain modified-MHI which yields better action recognition. The dataset on which we have worked here is limited to single human actions. In future, we are intended to
work on two person interactions along with variable
camera positions. Smart feature extraction from video
will also be our future endeavor.
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